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Executive Summary
The Test Automation Framework (TAF) has been built using JBehave and Selenium, and
enables an xCP consultant to write and execute modular natural-language style test cases
for an xCP 2.x application.
The framework allows you to adopt a Behaviour Driven Development (BDD) approach,
whereby you start by writing a test case, then you implement the features that deliver the
test case outcome, and finally you verify that the features do meet the test case, and you
re-work the features until the test case is satisfied.
These test cases (referred to as Stories) can either be written using a plain text editor or
by using the JBehave plugin for Eclipse, and those stories can either be executed from
Eclipse directly, or a Command Line Interface (CLI). Use of the CLI allows the integration
of test execution into a Continuous Integration (CI) process.

Audience
This user guide is intended for xCP 2.x designers and developers.
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Getting Started
The purpose of this user guide is to provide enough information so that you can start
writing and executing test stories for your xCP application, highlighting the key features of
the framework and some of the recommended practices.

Installation
Download the file test-automation-framework.zip and unpack it to any folder on your local
machine. It can be executed from anywhere, but it makes most sense to run it from the
same machine as your xCP Designer, so that you can
refer to your project in Designer when writing stories. This
zip file contains a number of sub-folders.
XCPTAF is the main framework runtime.
Supporting Jars contains the JBehave plugin for Eclipse should you wish to use it, and
an automation library that needs to be added to any xCP applications that you want to
automate.
Sample Project contains an automation project that contains stories for testing the
Concordant Insurance Tutorial application as a reference.
Install the framework by moving the folder XCPTAF to an appropriate location on your
computer such as C:/Tools. This will be your automation framework home directory.

Configure DQL Support
If you want to execute DQL queries as part of a story (such as deleting previous test data
before executing a story) then you must update the file dfc.properties in the lib folder of
the home directory with the appropriate values for your test environment.

Configure an xCP Application
In order to automate the runtime execution of an xCP application the automation library
xcp-test-automation.jar from the Supporting Jars folder must be added to web
application.
The best way to do this is by creating a lib subfolder in the src\main\webapp\WEB-INF folder
of your xCP application, and copying the library there. In this way the automation library
will always be deployed with your application while composing and testing it. The final
path should be something like this.
C:\xCPDesigner\Applications\Concordant_Insurance\Concordant_Insurance\src\main
\webapp\WEB-INF\lib\xcp-test-automation.jar

Make sure you deploy your xCP application once before attempting to automate any tests.
You should also remove this library before deploying to a production environment.
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Create Automation Project
From a command prompt / terminal window, change to the home directory of the
framework that you unpacked in the previous step and execute this CLI command
automation.bat create-home C:\Automation

Once the project has been created you should
see the following folder structure created:

Configure Eclipse
If you plan on writing your stories using a simple text editor you can skip this step, but it is
easier to write and execute them using the JBehave plugin in Eclipse.
Download Eclipse, open it and create a new workspace. You must make sure that you do
not already have the official JBehave plugin installed from the jbehave.org update site as it
will interfere with the framework’s JBehave plugin. If you do you must first uninstall it from
Eclipse.
Close Eclipse, copy the file org.jbehave.eclipse_1.0.0.201406171434.jar from the
Supporting Jars folder of the download to the dropins folder of your eclipse installation
(such as C:\eclipse\dropins) and restart Eclipse.
Now import your automation project to Eclipse by selecting File >
Import > General > Existing Projects into Workspace from
the Eclipse menu. Click Next and choose your automation
project as the root directory. Click Finish to complete the import
of your project. Your project should appear like this in Eclipse:
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Writing Stories
Your stories are written under
the stories folder of the
Automation project.
More details on how to create
re-usable story fragments and
how to organise your stories
is given later in this guide.
To begin however, right-click
on the stories node and
select New > Other. You can
also press Ctrl + N to jump
straight to the New dialog,
which is quicker.
Select JBehave > New story
from the dialog. Click Next
and enter a name for your
story. For you first story give it a name of Logon as Clerk and click
Finish. A new template story will be created for you.

A basic story consists of an optional Title
(Sample story), a Narrative, and one or
more Scenario’s. The Title and Narrative
are purely descriptive, and help story
writers understand the purpose and
context of a story. The Scenario’s are the
tests that are executed.
A Scenario may consist of pre-requisites
(Given steps), actions (When/And steps)
and validations (Then steps).
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Edit the sample story to reflect the initial log-on to your application and the testing of a
main navigation link as shown here.
Narrative:
In order to open a policy for a customer
As a Clerk
I want to create a new policy
Scenario: Create a new Policy
Given I am logged in with user id dmadmin and password demo.demo at: http://
localhost:8000/Concordant_Insurance/signin.jsp?reload
Then user with id dmadmin is logged in
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
When I click on menu path Policies>New Policy in navigation menu navigation_menu
Then I am on page cia_create_policy
When I type text Jones in last_name
Then widget last_name is valid
When I type text 87 High Street, Winchester in address_line
And I type text 1500 in coverage
And I type date-time 2016-11-01 in end_date
Then widget end_date is valid
When I click button button
And I sleep for 10 seconds
Then dataservice Create Policy execution completed
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
Then result list policies has a record as:
|Last Name|First Name|
|Jones|Peter|

This scenario starts with a pre-requisite of having logged on to the application at a specific
URL with a given username and password. Values such as these can be parameterised,
and this will be covered later in this guide.
The scenario then tests that the correct user is logged in and that the default page after
logging in is the one that you would expect. In this case it is an application page with the
system name of cia_policy_search.
The scenario then selects the New Policy item from the navigation menu widget and tests
that it takes you to the expected page. You will notice that in this case, you target the
navigation menu item by the label and not the id, and that to select sub-menu items you
use the > syntax.
In the next steps the input widgets are populated with values. As a general convention
when you have a series of When steps you should use When for the first one and And for
the subsequent ones.
The next step clicks the button that creates policy. You can see from this story that if you
do not give specific system names and labels to your widgets it can become harder to read
and follow what is happening in your stories. It would be better to give the button an id of
create_policy in your application in xCP Designer.
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When the button is clicked we then force a 10 second pause. This is important because
you have to allow time for the notification message to clear, and also the first execution of
a data service can be slow. If we do not introduce this pause then the test could time-out.
After the pause three tests are made that the data service completed, the application
navigated back to the original page, and that the record appears in the list of policies (note
that this test is case-insensitive).
Note that when writing stories using Eclipse, you can make us of the auto-complete
feature (Ctrl + Space) to show you a list of the appropriate grammar for the context.

It is important to take care when writing stories. A blank space
at the end of a step can make the step invalid as shown here.

Executing Stories
Make sure you save the changes to the story before continuing.
By default stories are set to execute using Firefox. If you edit the
file automation-config.properties (by double clicking on the file in
Eclipse) you can change this and many other default settings.

If you are not using Eclipse, or want to automate the execution of test scripts you can
execute the following CLI command from a command prompt / terminal window:
automation.bat run C:\Automation automation-config.properties

If you are using Eclipse you can simply run the tests by clicking the
Run button from the toolbar.
If everything is configured correctly you should see the browser
launch with your application URL, the user will log on and navigate
to the New Policy page, and the browser will close.
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When the stories have finished executing, you can see the final status in the Eclipse
console, or the command prompt / terminal window.

If you want to cancel the execution of the tests before they have completed, you can
Terminate the run from the Eclipse console view by clicking the Terminate button.

However if you do this you must also terminate any
browser windows and related driver process (such as
chromedriver.exe) from the Task Manager.

I you receive an error when you next try and execute the
stories, you probably also need to refresh the project in
Eclipse to reset it.
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Reviewing Execution Results
Whilst you can scroll through the Console output to see what happened when executing the
stories, it is much easier to take a look at the generated report that is generated in your
automation project in the new folder called automation-report.

Report Summary
To view the report simply locate the file index.html in the folder
C:\Automation\automation-report\view

Double click this index file to open the report in a browser. If you have multiple browser
installed, it is a good idea to open the report in a different browser to the one that you run your
tests in, so that you can keep the report open and simply refresh the display after each
execution run. You should see a summary test report similar to the one below.

The latest execution results are shown in the Report Summary. If you click on the html link
for the Report Summary it shows you the details of the scenarios that were executed. The
names of stories that pass are shown in green and those that fail in red.

Note that the concepts of After Stories and Before Stories are part of the underlying
JBehave framework but are not used in this implementation.
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For each Story you can click in to see further details.

If you make a change to the story to force a failure (such as making the system name of a
target page invalid) and re-run the tests, you will see in the report that by default the
framework will take a screenshot of the screen at the time of failure and then proceed with
any further tests.

Difference Report
It is also possible to a copy of an automation report and
create a difference report which compares an older
report to the latest one.
Start by renaming the first test run report from
automation-report to automation-report-old.
Then fix
the error that you introduced earlier and then re-run the
tests. This will create a new folder called automationreport.
From a command prompt call the CLI report-diff
command:
automation.bat report-diff
\automation-report-old

C:\Automation\automation-report

C:\Automation

Once the report has been created you can go back to the main report index and click on
the html link for the Difference Report to see the changes between one run and another.
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Generating Story Step Catalog Report
To generate a local report of the all of the automation steps that are available with a
particular release of the framework you can execute the following CLI command from a
command prompt window:
automation.bat create-stepcatalog C:\Automation automation-config.properties

This results in a new file called steps-catalog.html being created in the reports folder.
C:\Automation\automation-report\view

If you open this file you will see a full list of the possible steps that can be used when
writing stories.

By using the browser search features you can very quickly find the possible steps that you
can use for a given widget.
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Story Organisation
As your set of stories grows it becomes increasingly important to organise and annotate
them in such a way that lets you easily identify a story, and also to define in which order
stories should be executed.

Stories and Scenarios
As a general rule a story should test a single user interaction (such as logging on,
searching for a document, or actioning a specific business process task), and in most
cases this will result in a single story containing a single scenario. However if there are
variations as to how the interaction can be executed to achieve the same end result, such
as when there are several ways to open an existing policy for editing, then you can also
describe those in different scenarios within a single story as in this example.
Narrative:
In order to work on a policy
As a Clerk
I want to open an existing policy
Scenario: Search and open from hyperlink
…<SCENARIO DETAILS>…
Scenario: Search and open from context menu
…<SCENARIO DETAILS>…
Scenario: Open from Last Policy button
…<SCENARIO DETAILS>…

It is best to structure your stories in such a way so that they execute sequentially in a
logical order. The example story we wrote earlier that logs on and creates a policy should
be broken up into two separate stories called Log on as Clerk and Create Policy. As we
introduce the concepts of repeating stories later in this guide this separation will allow the
Create Policy story to repeat without logging on each time.
Log on as Clerk
Narrative:
In order to execute the tests
As a Clerk
I want to log on and check that the default view is correct
Scenario: Log on as Clerk
!-- log in
Given I am logged in with user id dmadmin and password demo.demo at: http://
localhost:8000/Concordant_Insurance/signin.jsp?reload
Then user with id dmadmin is logged in
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
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Create Policy
Narrative:
In order to open a policy for a customer
As a Clerk
I want to create a new policy
Scenario: Create a new Policy
!-- navigate to the Create Policy page
When I click on menu path Policies>New Policy in navigation menu navigation_menu
Then I am on page cia_create_policy
!-- fill the policy information
When I type text Jones in first_name
Then widget first_name is valid
When I type text 87 High Street, Winchester in address_line
And I type text 1500 in coverage
And I type date-time 2016-11-01 in end_date
Then widget end_date is valid
When I click button button
And I sleep for 10 seconds
Then dataservice Create Policy execution completed
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
Then result list policies has a record as:
|Last Name|First Name|
|Jones|Peter|

Meta Information
Within a story you can add one or more tags as name value pairs that help describe your
story, such as adding details of the tests author, or the theme of the story.
Narrative:
In order to open a policy for a customer
As a Clerk
I want to create a new policy
Meta:
@Author Nick King
@Theme Policy Management
Scenario:

Create a new Policy
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Comments
Comments prefixed with the syntax !-- can be added to stories to annotate the intent and
expected outcomes of individual steps.
Scenario: Create a new Policy
Given I am logged in with user id dmadmin and password demo.demo at: http://
localhost:8000/Concordant_Insurance/signin.jsp?reload
Then user with id dmadmin is logged in
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
!-- navigate to the Create Policy page
When I click on menu path Policies>New Policy in navigation menu navigation_menu
Then I am on page cia_create_policy
!-- fill the policy information
When I type text Peter in first_name
Then widget first_name is valid

Note that comments can only appear on a distinct line - they cannot be added to the end of
an existing line i.e. this would be invalid and result in an error during test execution.
Then widget first_name is valid !-- First Name is mandatory

Grouping
Within the stories folder you should create relevant subfolders to
contain related stories, such as all policy related stories being stored
in a folder called Policy Management. For the Concordant Insurance
Tutorial application this results in the folder structure shown here.
When executing stories all subfolders will be taken into account
automatically.

Example Data
A common thing you will do when writing stories for an xCP application is populate dataentry fields when creating objects such as a policy or customer record. While you can
enter this text directly into the story as shown in the previous examples, data like this can
be described in data tables at the end of a scenario using the Examples syntax. This
approach also allows you to define multiple records in the data table and the framework
will then repeat the scenario for each record.
For the Create Policy story this allows you to define the data for a policy whose end date is
in the future, and another whose end date is past, so that you can test if the Edit Policy
context menu action is hidden for a policy with a past end date.
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The story definition then looks like this.
!-- navigate to the Create Policy page
When I click on menu path Policies>New Policy in navigation menu navigation_menu
Then I am on page cia_create_policy
!-- fill the policy information
When I type text <first_name> in first_name
Then widget first_name is valid
When I type text <last_name> in last_name
Then widget last_name is valid
When I type text <address_line> in address_line
And I type text <coverage> in coverage
And I type date-time <end_date> in end_date
Then widget end_date is valid
When I click button button
And I sleep for 10 seconds
Then dataservice Create Policy execution completed
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
Then result list policies has a record as:
|Last Name|First Name|
|<last_name>|<first_name>|
Examples:
|first_name |last_name |address_line
|coverage |end_date
|
|Peter
|Jones
|56 High Street, Winchester |750
|2016-11-01 |
|David
|Evans
|65 Lower Road, Winchester |1000
|2014-11-01 |

In the story definition you reference the columns of the data table with the <column_name>
syntax when setting values, and use a pipe delimited to build the data table structure.
Note that you do not need to make the table columns align as in the example above, but if
you do then any white space is removed automatically.
You can take this notion of re-usable data even further and define the example data in a
separate text file, stored in a subfolder of the stories folder.

This allows you to define the business data once and reference it in multiple stories with a
relative path to the data file. In this case the story Examples section would look like this:
Examples:
Data\Policies.data

However you define the data, when you execute this story, it will create a policy for Peter
Jones followed by another for David Evans.
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Story Fragments
There are many cases where you find yourself writing the same set of story elements for
different stories, such as when actioning process tasks. Story fragments allow story
developers to compose story sections that can be re-used in stories or other story
fragments. Story fragments cannot be run on their own, their steps are always executed
as part of a calling story. Parameters defined in fragment steps are resolved in the context
of the calling story, however there are options to pass values to the story fragment or to
rename parameters defined in the fragment before resolving them.

Writing Story Fragments
Story fragments are semantically the same as stories, written as a Scenario but without
any Given steps or Example sections, and they have a .fragment file extension. As with
stories and scenarios, it is possible to include multiple story fragments into a single
fragment file as different scenarios. It is also a good idea to store story fragments in
distinct subfolders of the automation project.
If you do include multiple story fragments inside one fragment file then it is necessary to
include a specific @id tag to each Scenario in the fragment file. Taking the Create Policy
story as an example, we can extract the section of the story that handles data-entry and
turn it into a fragment like this, saved in a file called Enter Policy Data.fragment as shown
here.
Scenario: Enter common Policy information
Meta:
@author Nick King
@id fill_person_metadata
When I type text <first_name> in first_name
Then widget first_name is valid
When I type text <last_name> in last_name
Then widget last_name is valid
When I type text <address_line> in address_line
And I type text <coverage> in coverage
And I type date-time <end_date> in end_date
Then widget end_date is valid

The structure of a fragment file is very important. The Meta: section must come after the
Scenario: title as shown above, otherwise the fragment will not be included correctly. Of
course if you only have a single story fragment in a fragment file you can omit the @id tag,
but it does not hurt to include it anyway in case you add additional scenarios to the story
fragment file later on.
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Including Story Fragments
There are three When story steps that can be used to include the fragment in a calling
story.
When I include steps from fragment $fragment as-is
When I include steps from fragment $fragment and replace input names with $data
When I include steps from fragment $fragment and use input values $data

In each case you reference the fragment with the relative path to the fragment file (starting
from the stories folder) and optionally its @id tag such as:
<path><fragment_name>
<path><fragment_name>#{id:<fragment_id>}

When I include steps from fragment $fragment as-is
This is the most common use of a fragment, and simply includes the steps of the fragment
into the calling application. For the Concordant Insurance application, the Create Policy
story becomes:
Calling Story

…
When I click on menu path Policies>New Policy in navigation menu navigation_menu
Then I am on page cia_create_policy
!-- fill the Policy information
When I include steps from story fragment Policy Management\Policy Actions\
Fragments\Enter Policy Data.fragment as-is
!-- create the Policy
When I click button button
…

Any data input fields defined in the fragment such as <first_name> must match any
example data defined in the story.
When I include steps from fragment $fragment and replace input names with $data
This step allows you to include a fragment as-is, but at the same time you can override the
names of the input values within the fragment so that the fragment can accept example
data from the calling story with different names.
If the fragment has input fields of <first_name> and <last_name>, but the calling story
defines data with <firstname> and <lastname>, you can use this step to translate the input
field names.
Story Fragment
When I type text <first_name> in first_name
Then widget first_name is valid
When I type text <last_name> in last_name
Then widget last_name is valid
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Calling Story
When I include steps from story fragment Policy Management\Policy Actions\
Fragments\Enter Policy Data.fragment#{id:fill_person_metadata} and replace
input names with
|first_name|last_name|
|firstName|lastName|
Examples:
|firstName|lastName|
|David|Smith|

The syntax of this step is very important. The input data should be placed on separate
lines after the include step as shown above. The first line of data are the input field names
in the fragment and the second are the input field names in the calling story.
When I include steps from fragment $fragment and use input values $data
This step will include the fragment as-is again, but allows you to pass specific values to
one or more input fields from within the fragment, that override any other example data
defined in the story itself.
Story Fragment
When I type text <first_name> in first_name
Then widget first_name is valid
When I type text <last_name> in last_name
Then widget last_name is valid
When I type text <address> in address
Then widget address is valid

Calling Story
When I include steps from story fragment Policy Management\Policy Actions\
Fragments\Enter Policy Data.fragment#{id:fill_person_metadata} and use
input values
|address_line|
|1001 Fifth Avenue, San Francisco|
Examples:
Data\Policies.data

With this configuration, the example data from the file Data/Policies.data will be used for
the <first_name> and <last_name> fields, but it will override <address_line> values with that
from the include step. Again the data block must appear on separate lines after the
include step.
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Story Data
There are a number of features available within the framework for parameterising values,
making it easier to share common settings between stories, run stories with different datasets and ensuring that the target repository is ready to execute tests by creating / deleting
items as appropriate.

Automation Parameters
Static values that you refer to often such as the URL of the
application, test user names & passwords and common folder
paths can be defined as parameters in the file automationconfig.properties so that you can easily update the values globally
without having to modify the story files themselves.
Place your parameter definitions at the end of the file like this:
# Provide the location of the reports .
xcp.automation.mail.execution.report.location=\\\\10.31.81.180\\apphost (
iig/password)
# how frequent recipients have to receive mail. Provide value less than 100
xcp.automation.mail.frequency= 25
xcp_app_url=http://localhost:8000/Concordant_Insurance/signin.jsp?reload
clerk_username=dmadmin
clerk_password=demo.demo

Then you can refer to them by name in steps with the syntax #param_name# such as:
Given I am logged in with user id #clerk_username# and password #clerk_password#
at: #xcp_app_url#
Then user with id #clerk_username# is logged in
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Context Parameters
Context Parameters allow you to save a value so that it can be re-used later. The scope of
the context parameter can either be across stories, within story, or within scenario.
The syntax for the steps that create these Context Parameters is as follows:
When I store <value> as <parameter> which I would use <scope>

Example uses for these steps would be
When I store dmadmin as login_user which I would use across stories
When I store AB1234 as policy_ref which I would use within story
When I store ACME as company_name which I would use within scenario

Within your stories you can then refer to the context parameter with the syntax
#parameter_name# such as #policy_ref#. If you try and reference a context parameter
outside of the defined scope it will result in an error.
In addition to these generic steps there are similar set of steps which allow you to read a
value from a widget and save it into a context parameter with one of the three scopes
outlined above.
I read value in value display $widgetId and store value as $name which I would …
I read value in resultlist $widgetId from selected row and column $columnName, and
store value as $name which I would …
I read value in text input $widgetId and store value as $name which I would …
I read value in text area input $widgetId and store value as $name which I would …
I read value in date input $widgetId and store value as $name which I would …
I read value in number input $widgetId and store value as $name which I would …

An example use of one of these would be:
When I read value in value display policy_ref and store value as policy_ref
which I would use within scenario
…
When I type text #policy_ref# in txt_policy_ref

It is worth noting that you can also reference context parameters in Example data, even if
the data is held in an example file,
|first_name |last_name |policy_reference
|Peter
|Jones
|#policy_ref#
|David
|Evans
|#policy_ref#
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Managing Test Data
Story writing is a very iterative process, and it quickly becomes necessary to manage the
test data that is being created in an automated fashion. While you can write stories that
select and delete items from standard application pages, this is not always the most
efficient approach. To facilitate fast bulk operations such as re-setting attribute values,
deleting test objects and terminating running process it is possible to make use of the
following three steps.
When I login to repository $repository with user $user and password $password
When I execute DQL {$dql_string}
When I clean all workflows for process $modelName

In the Concordant Insurance application we add a new story called Cleanup at the root
level with the following steps to ensure that the previous test run data is deleted.
Narrative:
In order to execute the tests in a clean repository
As a User
I want to delete all old test data
Meta:
@Author Nick King
@Theme Cleanup
Scenario: Cleanup Test Data
When I login to repository corp with user dmadmin and password demo.demo
And I clean all workflows for process cia_claim_processing
And I execute DQL {delete cia_claim_document objects}
And I execute DQL {delete cia_correspondence objects}
And I execute DQL {delete cia_claim objects}
And I execute DQL {delete cia_vehicle objects}
And I execute DQL {delete cia_policy objects}

Before using the DQL step you must have configured the dfc.properties file from the
home directories lib folder as outlined previously.
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Environment Validation
The framework provides a number of Then story steps that can be used at that start of a
series of tests to validate that the environment is running and configured correctly. These
are typically used in a single story which is executed before any others.
The following repository validation steps allow you to validate that the application is deployed
and that the repository is configured correctly.
They should be preceded by a single When I login to repository… step.
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then

verify
verify
verify
verify
verify
verify
verify

application $application with namespace $namespace is deployed
cabinet $cabinet is available in docbase
folder $folderpath is available in docbase
groupname $group is available in docbase
owner permit of folderpath $folderpath is $ownerpermit
username $username is available in docbase
world permit of folderpath $folderpath is $worldpermit

The following URL validation steps allow you to confirm that the xCP runtime and any other
required services are running.
Then verify url $url is running
Then verify url $url is running with username $username and password $password

For the Concordant Insurance application, a single story called Validate Environment is
added at the root level with the following validation steps:
Narrative:
In order to execute the tests
As a User
I want to validate that the environment is running
Meta:
@Author Nick King
@Theme Validation
Scenario: Validate Application and Environment
!-- Test docbase configuration
When I login to repository corp with user dmadmin and password demo.demo
Then verify application Concordant_Insurance with namespace cia is deployed
Then verify cabinet Concordant is available in docbase
!-- Test environment URL's
Then verify url http://localhost:9080/bpm/servlet/DoMethod is running
Then verify url http://localhost:9080/ACS/servlet/ACS is running
Then verify url http://localhost:7000/bam-server is running with username
dmadmin and password demo.demo
Then verify url http://localhost:8000/Concordant_Insurance/signin.jsp is running
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Run Configurations
Story Execution Order
By default stories within a folder will be executed in an arbitrary order, and so the
framework provides a mechanism for defining the execution order of stories and any
relevant dependencies.
Inside each story folder create a text file called stories.properties in which you list the
story folders and stories in the order that they should be executed. For the tutorial app this
results in the folder structure shown here.
The properties file at the root stories folder has this content:
Validate Environment.story
Cleanup.story
Logon
Policy Management
General Interactions

The file in the Policy Management folder has this content:
Policy Actions
Vehicle Actions
Claim Actions

The file in the Policy Actions folder has this content:
Create Policy.story

The file in the Logon folder has this content:
Log on as Clerk.story

Now when you execute the tests, it will execute the Validate Environment story, followed
by the Cleanup story, and then all of the stories in the Logon, Policy Management and
General Interactions sub-folders.
When in the Logon sub-folder it will execute the Log on as Clerk story. For now we only
have one story in this folder, and so you could skip creating the file, but it is good practise
to create it because you may add more roles to the application and will want to test their
log on profiles.
When in the Policy Management folder it will first execute any stories from the Policy
Actions sub-folder, then the Claim Actions sub-folder and finally the Vehicle Actions subfolder.
When in the Policy Actions sub-folder it will execute the Create Policy story. Again for now
we only have one story in this folder, and so could skip creating the file, but as more
stories are added to this folder it will become essential.
If you omit a folder or story in one of the story.properties files, those stories will not be
processed.
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Filtering Stories
There are many occasions when you only want to run a subset of stories, such as when
writing stories for a new use case you will only want to test those stories until they are
working as expected.
To support this you can define multiple test groups within the stories.properties files using
tags, and then filter the test run based on those tags. You can also include comments
prefixed with a # for clarity.
Using the Concordant Insurance example, the
stories.properties files would look something like this:
stories
#By default all stories are run with a clean docbase as a Clerk
Validate Environment.story
Cleanup.story
Logon\Log on as Clerk.story
Policy Management
General Interactions
#Run all as a Clerk without cleaning up first
@WithoutCleanup
Validate Environment.story
Logon\Log on as Clerk.story
Policy Management
General Interactions
#Just run Policy related stories as a Clerk
@Policy
Validate Environment.story
Cleanup.story
Logon\Log on as Clerk.story
Policy Management
@Logon Clerk
Logon

If no specific filters are provided then the first group are executed, with the Logon as
a Clerk story being explicitly called (in case more roles are added later and you want
to test different roles). If a filter of @WithoutCleanup is provided then everything
except the Cleanup story are executed. If a filter of @Policy is provided then only the
Validate, Cleanup and Policy Management stories are executed. Finally, if a filter of
@Logon Clerk is provided then only the stories in the Logon folder will be executed.
Policy Management
#By default all stories are run
Policy Actions
Claim Actions
Vehicle Actions
@Policy
Policy Actions
@Claim
Policy Actions
Vehicle Actions
Claim Actions
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If no specific filters are provided then the first group are executed. If a filter of
@Policy is provided then only the Policy Actions stories will be included. If a filter of
@Claim is provided then all stories will be included.
Policy Actions
#By default all stories are run
Create Policy.story

This defines that if no filters are provided then all stories will be executed.
Logon
#By default all stories are run
Log on as Clerk.story
@Logon Clerk
Log on as Clerk.story

This allows the Log on as a Clerk story to be called using the Logon Clerk tag.
The run filter is then applied through the file automation-run.properties in the automation
project. By default it has the following entries:
@includeFilter
@all

This run properties file includes one @includeFilter section that
defines one or more tags, folder paths and story paths to execute,
providing a lot of control over which stories to execute. The
default tag of @all denotes that all stories defined without a tag
group in the properties files should be executed.
With these options there are numerous ways to define tags and run filters to achieve the
desired outcome. So in our example, to filter the execution to only the Log on as Clerk
story we would edit the file automation-run.properties to have the following:
@includeFilter
Logon\Log on as Clerk.story

This will specifically only execute the defined story (based on a path relative to the
stories parent folder). It could also be defined like this:
@includeFilter
@Logon Clerk

This will only execute the folders or stories with the @Logon Clerk tag, and so it will
process the Logon folder, and in that folder, just the Log on as Clerk story.
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You can also add comments to the automation-run properties file which can be helpful
when developing stories not just for describing the contents of the file, but for quickly
commenting out sections that you do not want to include temporarily.
@includeFilter
Logon\Log on as Clerk.story
#Policy Management\Policy Actions\Create Policy.story
Policy Management\Vehicle Actions\Create Vehicle.story
Policy Management\Claim Actions\Create Claim.story

Re-running Failed Stories
Each time you execute your test run another run configuration
file called failedStories-run-config.properties is created inside
the automation project. This file contains a list of references to
the stories that failed so that you can quickly copy the list of
references to the run config or rename the file and execute it
directly.

Handling Expected Failures
There are often times when you know that a scenario will fail, either because that is the
purpose of the scenario, such as testing that a page fragment is not yet ready, or because
of a known bug.
To cater for this there is a special Meta tag of @expectFailure that you can add to a
scenario that tells the framework to treat a failure as success.
For the Concordant Insurance application the next set of tests after creating some Policy
objects is to check that we can open a Policy by searching for it,
and open it using either the custom Edit hyperlink or the Result
List context menu, and then finally through the Last Open
Policy feature.
This last feature should only be available when at least one
Policy has been opened for editing because it is tied to a session
parameter, and on the Policy Search page the page fragment is
not visible unless that session parameter has a value.
In order to test that this is the case, we can only test if a page
fragment is ready, we cannot test if it is not ready and so we
have to test for it being ready knowing that it should fail.
The story for this is called Open Policy, which is added to the
Policy Actions story folder, and it in turn makes use of a story
fragment called Search for Policy which is added to the Policy
Actions / Fragments folder. It includes multiple scenarios for each
method of opening a Policy for editing, but it begins with the
scenario for the fragment being ready, which is expected to fail.
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This story also illustrates how to include a story fragment while passing specific values to
it, so that you can select a different policy for each scenario.
Narrative:
In order to work on a policy
As a Clerk
I want to open an existing policy
Meta:
@Author Nick King
@Theme Policy Management
Scenario: On first access Last Open Policy should be unavailable
Meta:
@expectFailure
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
Then fragment fragment is ready
Scenario: On first access Open Last Policy button should also be hidden
!-- The button should be hidden if the session parameter is empty
Then widget open_last_policy is hidden
Scenario: Search and open from hyperlink
!-- search for valid policy
When I include steps from story fragment Policy Management\Policy
\Fragments\Search for Policy.fragment and use input values
|last_name|
|Jones|

Actions

!-- open the policy by clicking the hyperlink cell
When I click cell at row 0 and column 4 in result list policies
Then I am on page cia_edit_policy
!-- going to a policy page should save the value in the session parameter
Then the session parameter cia_last_policy_id exists
Scenario: Search and open valid from context menu
!-- first go back to the policy search page
!-- now the fragment should be ready that shows the last open policy
When I click on menu path Policies>Search in navigation menu navigation_menu
Then fragment fragment is ready
!-- search for valid policy
When I include steps from story fragment Policy Management\Policy
\Fragments\Search for Policy.fragment and use input values
|last_name|
|Jones|

Actions

!-- open the policy from the context menu
And I select row in result list policies where column Last Name has value Jones
And I open context menu on selected row in result list policies
And I click on context menu item contextmenu_action
Then I am on page cia_edit_policy
Scenario: Search and open expired policy from context menu
!-- first go back to the policy search page
!-- this time the context menu should not be available
When I click on menu path Policies>Search in navigation menu navigation_menu
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!-- search for valid policy
And I include steps from story fragment Policy Management\Policy
\Fragments\Search for Policy.fragment and use input values
|last_name|
|Evans|

Actions

!-- open the policy from the context menu
And I select row in result list policies where column Last Name has value Evans
And I open context menu on selected row in result list policies
Then context menu item contextmenu_action is hidden
!-- delete the policy
When I click on context menu item contextmenu_action3
And I click Yes button of the confirmation dialog
Scenario: Open the last opened policy from the Last Open Policy feature
!-- open the policy by clicking the Open Last Policy button
When I click button open_last_policy
Then I am on page cia_edit_policy

Notice that the first scenario has an additional Meta: section with the @expectFailure tag,
and simply checks if the page is correct, and if the fragment is ready. When you follow the
tutorial the system name of the Last Open Policy fragment is left as fragment, but as you
will see this makes the story less readable. It would be better to change the system name
of the fragment to last_open_policy in the xCP application.
The story fragment has these steps:
Narrative:
In order to work on a policy
As a Clerk
I want to search an existing policy
Scenario: Search for a Policy
!-- assumes we are on the first page
When I type text <last_name> in last_name
And I click button button
Then dataservice Policy Search execution completed

In order to include this story in the test execution the Policy Actions
stories.properties file needs to be updated to include this story.
#By default all stories are run
Create Policy.story
Open Policy.story
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When you then run a test that includes this story, in the automation report you can see that
when you have a story which is expected to fail, it will show under the Failed column as a
failed story and also under the Failed Expectedly column. For stories that are expected to
fail the Name shows in green, underlined and with an asterisk, because it has effectively
passed. If a story that is expected to fail actually succeeds, then that is considered to
have failed and will show in red.
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Successful Story Writing
Managing User Interface Context
During story execution the framework tries to maintain a sense of the current UI container
context from the previous steps such as page navigation and launching of action flows.
However there are some situations such as when there are multiple page fragments on a
page, or a folder view widget, where the framework cannot resolve the correct context.
To resolve this issue there are two When steps that allow you to set and reset the active
container. By default the scope of the setting is a single scenario, and at the end of the
scenario the framework will continue to track the context automatically, but you can set the
context manually as many times as needed within a scenario, or reset the context before
the end of the scenario.
When I set active container to $widgetId

Widget Id is the system name of the container such as
When I set active container to fragment

There can only ever be one active context (and the framework will manage this
automatically for you unless you set it explicitly). If you want to clear the explicit context
before the end of a scenario you can use this step.
When I reset active container

Avoiding Timeouts
A web-based user interface doesn’t always behave as expected, especially in a
development environment where you are continually deploying changes to an application.
Often a data service that executes or navigation to a page will take much longer to execute
than expected, and although the framework has an inbuilt timeout factor of 5 seconds
before a step is considered failed, this is often not long enough. The timeout is defined in
the automation-config.properties file, and can be increased to 10 or 20 without much
negative impact on the time it takes for a story to execute.
# Timeout for client command execution (in seconds)
xcp.automation.runtime.client.step.timeout=20

If some actions are still timing out you can then use the sleep step to create a longer
pause between steps, giving something time to complete before continuing. The step can
be written as a When or an And step.
When I click button button
And I sleep for 10 seconds
Then dataservice Create Policy execution completed
Then I am on page cia_policy_search
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Working with Widgets
There are a wide range of steps for manipulating widgets, testing the state of them and
reading information from them. While many are self-explanatory there are some important
syntax requirements that you must adhere to.

Navigation Menu
Navigation menu items should be identified by their labels, and sub-menu items should be
separated by a right angle bracket >.
Valid menu item
Policies>Search

Invalid menu item
Policies/Search

forward slash between items

Date Input
Date-time values must be specified in an ISO 8601 format. For a date this requires a four
digit year, two digit month and two digit day.
Valid Date
2016-02-13

Invalid Dates
16-02-13
2016-2-01
2016-02-1

two digit year
single digit month
single digit day

If you do not specify a time it is assumed to be midnight. If you must be appended to the
date with a delimiter of T and be in the format hh:mm:sss. You may also specify a timezone offset such in the format ±hh:mm.
Valid Date-time
2016-11-01
2016-11-01T15:30
2016-11-01T15:30:00
2016-11-01T15:30:00+01:00
2016-11-01T15:30:00-05:00

Invalid Date-time
2016-11-01 15:30:00+00:00
2016-11-01T13:30:00am

space between the date and time
invalid characters after the time
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Results List
There are many steps that allow you to validate and interact with a results list widget. In all
cases the widget itself is identified by it’s id value but the columns are identified by their Label.
For example:
When I click cell having column Task Name value as First Approval in result list
results_list

However in order to select a custom hyperlink or click an image that is in a column without a
Label you would use this step:
When I click cell at row $row and column $column in result list $resultlist

and the row and column indexes begin at 0, so to click the hyperlink in the fourth column of the
first row you would use this syntax
And I click cell at row 0 and column 3 in result list policies

Folder Tree
When using the steps that act on a folder tree, a specific folder should be identified with its
full path in the repository with forward slash characters such as this example from the xDM
sample application:
When I click on node xDM/xDM/Contracts in content tree repository

Full-Text Search
When writing stories for a search scenario, you are able to include steps that select and
remove facets from the result list.
When I select facet item $facetItem under facet $facet in result list $widgetId
When I remove facet item $facetItem under facet $facet from breadcrumb in result
list $widgetId

The facet item is a text string, and is the value you are selecting, and the facet is identified
by its Label such as
When I select facet item dmadmin under facet Created by in result list
claim_documents
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Data services
When working with data services you should refer to them by their label on the page. It is
also recommended that a sleep of 5-10 seconds is added after clicking the complete
button and before performing any further validations as shown here.
!-- select approved response and complete task
When I select integer value 2 in dropdown response
And I click button button2
And I sleep for 5 seconds
Then dataservice Complete task First Approval (Claim Processing)-1 execution
completed
Then I am on page cia_tasks

Working with Task Pages
Page Reference
When validating that the current page is a task page the syntax is a little different, and
consists of <namespace>_<process_system_name>_<task_name>. Both the process_name and
task_name components are lowercase versions of the full process or task name, with
underscores replacing any spaces, and are not truncated at all.
As an example from the Concordant Insurance application, the
process is called Claim Processing and the first task is called First
Approval. The validation for the task page is therefore:

Then I am on page cia_claim_processing_first_approval

Repeat Task and Delegate Task Dialog
When testing these features a system generated action flow is shown. The id of the To: widget
is username_dropdown_list
and so to select a value and
click the action flow Finish
button you would use the
following steps.
When I select text value dmadmin in dropdown username_dropdown_list
And I click on action flow button Finish
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Working with Action Flows
These are most common steps that you require for testing the state of an action flow and
interacting with it.
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
Then
When

action flow $actionflow is launched
action flow $actionflow is on step $step
action flow $actionflow is cancelled
action flow $actionflow is completed
action flow $actionflow is not completed
the action flow button $label is disabled
the action flow button $label is enabled
I click on action flow button $label

Action flows are always referenced by their Label value, and action flow buttons are also
always referenced by their Label value. The Next and Previous button labels must include
the angle bracket correctly.
Because it can take some time for a data service to complete between finishing an action
flow and navigating back to the original page, it is a good idea to add a sleep step into your
story to ensure that there is no timeout.
Example
… <action to open action flow>
Then action flow Create Claim and Relate to Policy is launched
And the action flow button Add Vehicle is disabled
… <populate data>
When I click on action flow button Next >
Then action flow Create Vehicle and Relate to Policy is on step
create_vehicle_an_1
… <populate data>
When I click on action flow button Add Vehicle
And I sleep for 5 seconds
Then action flow Create Claim and Relate to Policy is completed
… <check that it navigates back to the correct page>

Confirmation Dialogs
There are some actions in an xCP application that result in an out of the box confirmation
dialog being shown. To interact with these you use this special confirmation dialog step
which clicks a button in the dialog based on its label.
When I click $label button of the confirmation dialog

In the Concordant Insurance application it gets used when deleting a policy
!-- delete the policy
When I click on context menu item contextmenu_action3
And I click Yes button of the confirmation dialog
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Content Transfer Operations
The framework supports the following steps for working with content transfer operations
from within an action flow. By default the file selector of an action flow is called fileselector.
When I add files $fileNames to file selector $fileselectorId
When I remove file $fileName from file selector $fileSelectorId
When I select file $fileName in file selector $fileSelectorId

All references to files must be an absolute path that includes the drive on which the files
reside. If you are adding multiple files to the file selector you use a comma separated list of
documents as shown in the example below.
!-- launch import action flow
When I click button button1
And I sleep for 5 seconds
!-- add files and wait for them to load
And I add files C:\Automation\stories\Data\Estimate Request Letter.docx,C:
\Automation\stories\Data\Second File.docx to file selector fileselector
And I sleep for 10 seconds
!-- set data for first one
When I select file Estimate Request Letter.docx in file selector fileselector
And I select label Correspondence in dropdown content_type
And I select label MS Word Document 2007 / 2010 in dropdown content_format
!-- test for date validation rules
And I type date-time 2020-01-01 in correspondence_date
Then widget correspondence_date has the validation error style applied
When I type date-time 2014-01-01 in correspondence_date
And I type text ThisIsAReallyLongStringToMakeSureThatTheFilenameIsTooLong
in object_name
Then widget object_name has the validation error style applied
When I type text Estimate Request Letter.docx in object_name
!-- second document is removed
When I select file Second File.docx in file selector fileselector
And I remove file Second File.docx from file selector fileselector
!-- now import the documents and wait for them to complete
And I click on action flow button Finish
And I sleep for 20 seconds
Then I am on page cia_view_claim

You should also note that when adding files and completing an action flow you should add
longer sleep steps to ensure that the subsequent steps can complete.
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Known Issues
Custom hyperlinks
If you use custom hyperlinks that launch new tabs, the framework cannot execute tests
within those tabs. For the sake of testing the Concordant Insurance sample application
the custom Edit hyperlink for Policies has been modified to open the policy in the same tab
as the Policy Search page, rather than a new tab.

Custom widgets
These generally do not support automation.
In the Concordant Insurance sample
application the slider widget used when creating vehicles cannot be used and so the
selection of a year is not automated.

Eclipse project corruption
Sometimes a test that was working can begin to fail because something in the project has
been corrupted. If this happens, the first course of action should be to refresh the Eclipse
project, delete the automation report folder (which will delete your step catalog as well)
and then refresh the project again.
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Uncaught syntax errors
When writing stories using the Eclipse
plugin, most syntax errors are
highlighted, but it is possible to write
steps with the And prefix when they
should have the Then prefix without it
being shown as invalid. In the report it
will result in a PENDING story shown
like this.
It is also possible to write a step such as the one below that has an extra space at the end
of the line as shown by the underline. This will result in a failed step as well because the
space is not stripped from the page name and the validation will not match the page name.
Then I am on page cia_tasks

Navigation
When writing stories that may be used one after the other during a full run you can assume
that the context of a story (current page) is set by the previous story (e.g. completing a
task leaves you on the task page ready for the next story).
However when you then want to test the story in isolation you need to start the story with
an additional step that sets the context (navigate to the Tasks page). This results in the
story flow like the one below:
Claim First Approval (final steps)

Then dataservice Complete task First Approval (Claim Processing)-1 execution
completed
Then I am on page cia_tasks

Claim Second Approval (initial steps)
!-- navigate to the Tasks page
When I click on menu path Tasks in navigation menu navigation_menu
And I sleep for 5 seconds
Then I am on page cia_tasks

In this case the last Then I am on page ca_tasks step will fail as navigating to the Tasks
page when you are already on it and then testing for the page causes a failure.
To resolve this issue you must add a step to first navigate away from the expected context
as shown below.
!-- start by going to the Policy Search page
When I click on menu path Policies>Search in navigation menu navigation_menu
!-- if we hadn't started at the home page (as we were already on the Tasks page)
then the next step will fail!
!-- navigate to the Tasks page
When I click on menu path Tasks in navigation menu navigation_menu
And I sleep for 5 seconds
Then I am on page cia_tasks
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